
We, Zimton Technology Co. Ltd, was founded in 2017 with the factory located in
Shenzhen, China.

As a National High-Tech enterprise, Zimton is specialized in R&D, manufacturing

and marketing of intelligent terminals display and embedded ARM
motherboard which is designed for IIOT industry. We could offer one-stop service

of product prototype design, software development, manufacturing, and

after-sales support and diversified delivery methods on SOC, PCBA hardware +

software integration, finished products OEM/ODM for customers around the world.

Zimton has a R&D team with rich experience and professional expertise on the
IIOT industry, according to the requirements and market demand of our clients, we
have designed several types of embedded arm motherboards and display
terminals which have been highly appraised by our customers. These products
are widely used in various fields like intelligent finance, advertisement and
entertainment, hotels, education, intelligent transportation, intelligent medical and
city security system and etc.

At present, our products include Android touch panel pc, Android All-in-one pc,

interactive LCD digital signage, embedded ARM motherboard, industrial
ARM board, Android embedded board, embedded system board, embedded

Linux board, multimedia information delivery system etc. Relying on our

strong R&D team, our full-stack solutions of high definition video encoding &

decoding and technology on mass production support our clients to win more

market shares.

With the extensive application of machine vision in IIOT, innovative technologies

such as big data operation, cloud computing, AI algorithm and facial recognition

payment have become new features of smart terminals. Zimton has followed with

the trend and established cooperative relations with Tencent and JD etc. to

strengthen product innovation capacity and increase the investment in new

product development, so as to provide industry users continuously with new

technologies and solutions to get more business chances in the new digital

economy.

Customer satisfaction is our ultimate goal, for which, for so many years we have

been putting Product Quality in the first place in our business operation. Only by



relying on qualified products and technical support, we could realize long

relationship with our clients and reach a mutual win in our cooperation.

We wish we could build a new future that everyone on the global could connect
with each other no matter where they are after they choose our products designed
for industrial Internet of Things.


